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Artistic director Emily Molnar has made Ballet BC a highly sought-after dance company. 
In three works by renowned contemporary ballet choreographers from Europe, she 
presents three very different aesthetics and celebrates the multiple talents of her 18 
dancers. 

 

A.U.R.A. (ANARCHIST UNIT RELATED TO ART) 
 
 
CREDITS 
 
North American Premiere: November 2012, Ballet BC 

Choreography, Costumes & Lighting Design Jacopo Godani 

Music 48nord, used by arrangement with the artists 

Staged by Francesca Caroti 

Lighting Direction James Proudfoot 
 
 
ABOUT A.U.R.A.  
 
The Italian choreographer Jacopo Godani has joined forces with the electro-acoustic 
experimental musical duo 48nord to plunge the audience into a tribal ritual taking place 
on an unknown planet. Also a lighting and costume designer, he has concocted a strange, 
penetrating atmosphere by transforming the Ballet BC dancers into extraterrestrials with 
animal gestures and unhinged bodies. “His piece is incredibly charged,” says Molnar. 
“There are 15 dancers working as a single large organism in a highly physical, dynamic 
word. Audiences love it because it’s so visceral and immediate – and it’s very virtuosic.” 
 
 
JACOPO GODANI – CHOREOGRAPHER 
 
Choreographer Jacopo Godani has been gifted with a creative personality and 
multifunctional nature, and has established a reputation on the international art scene. 
An independent, self-supported artist who established a team of like-minded 
professionals with whom to collaborate on the development of original ideas applied to all 
fields, the goal being to pursue a creative and innovative concept that reflects the 
progressive perspective of our contemporary world. Frequently commissioned to produce 
new pieces for major cultural institutions, theatres and ballet companies in Europe, he is 
involved in all stages of the work from the initial choreography through to designing the 
space, objects, environment and stage set where actions take place. He also writes texts 
and concepts for his dramaturgical work, designs costumes, engineers and develops 
innovative ways of using lighting, video and projections, and creates or edits music for 
some of his work. 
 
Godani has worked for many companies around the world, including the Royal Opera 
House Covent Garden, Ballet Frankfurt, Dutch National Ballet, Dresden Semperoper 
Ballet, Sydney Dance Company, Bayerisches Staatsballett, Israeli Opera, Teatro alla 
Scala, Royal Danish Ballet, Cedar Lake Contemporary Ballet, Netherlands Dance Theatre 
1, Royal Ballet of Flanders, the Biennale di Venezia and many others. 
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48NORD – COMPOSERS AND PERFORMERS 
 
Founded in 1998, 48nord has an international standing as a group specialized in 
experimental electro acoustic music. Siegfried Roessert (electric and double bass, live 
electronics, composition) and Ulrich Mueller (guitar, live electronics, composition) test 
the boundaries of improvised and composed music. Characteristic of the work of 48nord 
are the coactions between acoustic instruments and 48nord’s specific approach to the 
world of electronic sound generation and sound processing. 48nord appears as a duo and 
performs with internationally renowned musicians in various formations. Based in 
Munich, 48nord composes experimental radio plays as well as music for theatre and 
ballet.  
 
 

 
PETITE CÉRÉMONIE 
 
 
CREDITS 
 
World Premiere, February 2011, Ballet BC  

Choreography Medhi Walerski  

Music Selections Mozart, Puccini, Rogers & Hart and Vivaldi, compiled by Medhi 
Walerski  

Costume Design Linda Chow  

Lighting Design Bonnie Beecher 

Lighting Direction James Proudfoot 
 
 
ABOUT PETITE CÉRÉMONIE 
 
Surfing between dance, comedy and theatre, French choreographer Medhi Walerski 
studies male-female differences and the effects of confinement in the zany yet 
sophisticated Petite Cérémonie. “A group of people searches for the ideal place, for 
perfect equilibrium,” he notes. “Men and women. Different brains. Boxes and cables 
trying to connect with each other to create a harmonious image. At the outset I asked the 
dancers to tell me what ‘life in a box’ meant to them. This is the result.” 
 
 
MEDHI WALERSKI – CHOREOGRAPHER 
 
After studying classical ballet, modern dance and improvisation, Medhi Walerski joined 
the Paris Opera Ballet, the Nice Opera Ballet and Ballet du Rhin in Mulhouse, France as 
a professional dancer. In 2001 he moved to the Netherlands and continued his dance 
career with Nederlands Dans Theater (NDT) in The Hague. Although he began 
choreographing at a very young age, his real start was with NDT where he developed his 
skills by participating in NDT’s annual Choreography Workshops. In 2006 he was invited 
to create new work for the Upcoming Choreographers program, and in 2008 he made his 
official debut as a choreographer in the regular season of NDT.  
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Media praise in Amsterdam includes the mention that “The really brilliant twist in the 
program lies in the choice of Medhi Walerski... who produced a piece for the main 
company. What an entrée! ... Walerski knows how to give a contemporary touch to the 
virtuosity and the dazzling physicality for which NDT is so renowned. [The ballet] fits 
perfectly in the tradition of the company and yet, at the same time is firmly planted in 
today.” In 2010 Walerski created a new piece for the Bern Ballet and a new production 
for Götenberg Ballet, and in 2011 Petite Cérémonie for Ballet BC. 
 
 

 
WALKING MAD 
 
 
CREDITS 
 
World Premiere: May 2001, Lucent Danstheater, Den Haag 
 
Choreography, Set & Costume Design Johan Inger 

Staged by Yvan Dubreuil 

Music Maurice Ravel: Boléro for orchestra (1928), Arvo Pärt: Für Alina used by 
arrangement with European American Music Distributors Company, Canadian and U.S. 
agent for Universal Edition Vienna, publisher and copyright owner – recordings used by 
arrangement with Universal Music Canada 

Lighting Design Erik Berglund 

 
 
ABOUT WALKING MAD 
 
Created in 2001 for the Nederlands Dans Theater and later performed by the Culbert 
Ballet, Walking Mad received the Lucas Hoving Award in the Netherlands for best 
production, as well as the Danza & Danza Award in Italy. With a mobile set and costumes 
of his own design, Swedish choreographer Johan Inger orchestrates an energetic and 
heartrending battle of the sexes to Ravel’s mythical Boléro and the minimalist music of 
Für Alina by Arvo Pärt. A sensual and inspired work that hovers between control and 
frenzy. 
 
 
JOHAN INGER – CHOREOGRAPHER, SET AND COSTUME DESIGN 
 
The Swede Johan Inger (Stockholm, 1967) took his dance training at the Royal Swedish 
Ballet School and at the National Ballet School in Canada. From 1985 to 1990 he 
danced with the Swedish Royal Ballet in Stockholm, performing during his last year there 
as a soloist. Fascinated by the works of Kylián, Inger was convinced that the next step in 
his dance career should take him to Nederlands Dans Theater (NDT). In 1990 he joined 
NDT I and was a high-profile dancer in the company until 2002. 
 

When Inger tried his hand at NDT’s annual Choreography Workshops, Jiři Kylián noticed 
his talent for choreography. After four workshop pieces Inger was invited to create a work 
for NDT II, and the resulting Mellantid marked his official debut as a dance-maker. It was 
part of the Holland Dance Festival and was immediately a resounding success.  
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It earned him the Philip Morris Finest Selection Award 1996 in the Contemporary Dance 
category. In 2001 Mellantid was nominated for the Laurence Olivier Award in the Best 
New Dance Production category. 
 
Since his début Inger has made various works for NDT, including Sammanfall, Couple of 
Moments, Round Corners and Out of breath. For his ballets Dream Play and Walking Mad 
he received the Lucas Hoving Production Award in October 2001. Walking Mad, as later 
performed by Cullberg Ballet, was the recipient of the 2005 Danza & Danza Award.  
 
Inger left NDT to take on the artistic leadership of Cullberg Ballet in 2003, creating many 
works for the company, including Home and Home, Phases, In Two, Within Now, As If 
and Negro con Flores Blanco. To celebrate Cullberg Ballet’s 40th anniversary, he created 
Point of Eclipse (2007). Inger left Cullberg Ballet in 2008 to devote himself to 
choreography. In February 2009 he produced a new work for Cullberg, Position of 
Elsewhere. In October 2009 he created dissolve in this for NDT I & II for the opening of 
NDT’s 50th jubilee season. Since 2009 Johan Inger has held the position of Associate 
Choreographer with NDT. In May 2010 the Göteburg Ballet in Sweden presented the 
premiere of Falter, and in September 2010 NDT premièred Tone Bone Kone. 
 
 
 

---------------------------- 
 
 
BALLET BC - COMPANY 
 
"...Since Molnar took over the company, New York-based Dance Magazine included Ballet 
BC in 25 to Watch, its annual roundup of the brightest and the best. The online magazine 
Broadway World named Ballet BC 'International Dance Company of the Month,' while in 
Canada, Maclean's Magazine cited Molnar herself as one of Canada's 'new generation of 
ballet sensations’.” (The Globe and Mail) 
 
Founded in 1986 and led by Artistic Director Emily Molnar, Ballet BC is an 
internationally acclaimed collaborative and interactive contemporary ballet company that 
is a leader and resource in the creation, production and education of contemporary ballet.  
 
Ballet BC consists of a select group of 18 dancers (14 full-time and 4 apprentices) with 
exceptional classical and contemporary dance training who are uniquely individual in 
their artistry, dynamic movement, intelligence and passion. The Company presents a 
diverse repertoire of Canadian and international contemporary ballet from the late 20th 
and early 21st centuries and is a hotbed for the creation and performance of new works. 
 
Ballet BC’s repertoire features works by acclaimed Canadian and international 
choreographers including: Jiri Kylian, William Forsythe, Itzik Galili, Jorma Elo, George 
Balanchine, John Alleyne, Twyla Tharp, Mark Morris, Crystal Pite, José Navas, Emily 
Molnar, Nicolo Fonte, Wen Wei Wang, Paul Taylor, Medhi Walerski, Serge Bennathan, 
Kevin O’Day, Shawn Hounsell, Agnes de Mille, Dominique Dumais, Martha Graham, 
Gioconda Barbuto, Lar Lubovitch, James Kudelka, Jean Grand-Maître, Simone Orlando, 
Myriam Naisy, Walter Matteini, Johan Inger, Robert Glumbek, Aszure Barton and Jacopo 
Godani. 
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Under the artistic direction of Emily Molnar, former member of The National Ballet of 
Canada, Ballet BC and the Frankfurt Ballet, the Company actively fosters collaborations 
that support artists, choreographers and audiences alike, furthering the boundaries of 
contemporary ballet. The company encourages individual choreographers to develop 
choreography and the art form. We embrace excellence in the practice of contemporary 
ballet, with its wide diversity of technique and style, honouring its roots and components.  
 
Ballet BC regularly performs at Vancouver’s Queen Elizabeth Theatre (QET) in the fall, 
winter and spring. We also tour provincially, nationally and internationally, and as a 
complement to the repertoire and activities of the company we present national and 
international guest companies as part of our subscription series. Including the QET and 
community performances, regional and national tours, audience engagement activities 
and programming for children and youth, more than 25,000 guests see Ballet BC each 
season. 
 
Ballet BC’s outreach and education programs include: The Artist Salon, Alternative Space 
Program, Sneak Previews, Studio Visits, Pre-show Chats and Student Dress Rehearsals. 
Our programs directed to the professional dance community include: The Choreographic 
Series, Choreographic Workshops, Professional Development Program, Artist-in-Residence 
Program, Company Apprenticeships and Summer Dance Intensive.  
 
 
EMILY MOLNAR – ARTISTIC DIRECTOR  
 
Emily Molnar, the Artistic Director of Ballet BC since 2009, continues to steer the unique 
company of 18 dancers into an era of innovative, creative and collaborative dance. 
Named as one of Canada’s “new generation of ballet sensations” (MacLean’s Magazine), 
Molnar is a graduate of the National Ballet School and a former member of the National 
Ballet of Canada; a soloist with the Frankfurt Ballet under director William Forsythe; and 
a principal dancer with Ballet BC.  
 
Molnar is an internationally respected and critically acclaimed artist who has worked and 
toured extensively throughout Europe, Asia, Mexico, Canada and the US. She has created 
and performed works as a choreographer and solo artist, including commissions for Ballet 
BC, Alberta Ballet, Ballet Mannheim, Ballet Augsburg, Cedar Lake Dance, Pro Arte Danza 
and Morphoses / The Wheeldon Company, among others. Her most recent works 
include between disappearing and becoming and Aniel for Ballet BC. 
 
In 2005 Molnar was invited to participate in The New York City Choreographic Institute 
where she worked with dancers from The New York City Ballet. Molnar has worked closely 
with mentor Margie Gillis through her own solo work, in performing 
Gillis’ Speak and M.Body.7, and in collaborating on Breathing in Bird Bones. 
 
As an active mentor, advocate, and coach, Molnar follows her passion to nurture artists 
and choreographers, educate and support the research and development of dance and 
artistic leadership, and explore the role of the artist in society. Molnar currently serves as 
a director of the BC Arts Council and as a committee member of the Peter Wall Institute 
for Advanced Studies Arts Based Initiative, and is also a former member of the Dance 
Advisory Committee of the Canada Council for the Arts. 
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PRESS QUOTES 

 
A.U.R.A. 

“Everything is twisted, crooked and coming right at you. The effect is of an ice-cold 
tornado, expertly delivered by the dancers, who commit to the work with a vengeance.” 
(The Vancouver Sun) 
 
 
Petite Cérémonie 

“With its dream logic, goofy touches yet clever sophistication, it’s an eccentric crowd-
pleaser that brought the audience to its feet for a warm standing O at the end of the 
evening.” (straight.com, Vancouver) 
 
“Petite Cérémonie is the most charming dance work I have seen in a very long time. 
There are wonderful theatrical moments, where the company is grouped together, 
performing gestures and movements in precise unison.” (The Vancouver Observer) 
 
 
Walking Mad 

“Walking Mad is one of those rare unforgettable dance pieces that make you sorry the 
party’s over.” (straight.com, Vancouver) 
 
“The final piece – Johan Inger’s Walking Mad – dared something quite complex: It made 
us laugh and then, as a subtext of madness and sorrow slowly played out, it made us 
cry.” (The Globe and Mail, Toronto) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This press kit consists of material provided by the company 
and by research conducted by the Danse Danse team. 


